Past performance is not a reliable indicator of future performance.

1. Firetrail Absolute Return Fund (‘Fund’). Net Fund returns are calculated based on exit price with distributions reinvested, after ongoing fees and expenses but excluding taxation. 2. Fund inception is 14 March 2018. 3. The Fund has been operating since 14 March 2018. To give a longer-term view of our performance for this asset class, we have also shown returns for the Firetrail Absolute Return Strategy Composite (‘Strategy’) which has been operating since 30 June 2015. Strategy performance has been calculated using the monthly returns (after fees) of the Fund from 14 March 2018 to current date, as well as the monthly returns of the Macquarie Pure Alpha Fund (after fees) between 30 June 2015 to 23 November 2017. The Fund employs the same strategy as was used by the same investment team that managed the Macquarie Pure Alpha Fund as at 23 November 2017. Firetrail has records that document and support the performance achieved as the Macquarie Pure Alpha Fund. The composite returns for the Strategy and the RBA Cash Rate (Benchmark) exclude returns between 24 November 2017 and 13 March 2018. During this period the investment team did not manage the Strategy. As such, the annualised performance periods stated are inclusive of the combined composite monthly returns, and do not include the period when the team were not managing the Strategy. For example, the annualised return over 3 years for the Strategy and benchmark are inclusive of 36 monthly performance periods available in the composite return period, excluding the period between 23 November 2017 and 13 March 2018. For additional information regarding the performance please contact us through the link on our website. Net Fund returns are in AUD terms. Net Fund returns are calculated based on exit price with distributions reinvested, after ongoing fees and expenses but excluding taxation. Past performance is for illustrative purposes only and is not indicative of future performance. 4. Strategy inception 30 June 2015.
PERFORMANCE COMMENTARY

The Fund returned 12.64% during April, outperforming the RBA Cash Rate benchmark by 12.62%. The outperformance was driven by all segments of the fund – large cap longs, mid and small cap longs, as well as the fundamental shorts. The largest contributors to performance this month were the large cap long positions.

WHAT HAPPENED IN MARKETS?

After the negative performance of March, April proved to be largely positive across most asset classes globally, as shown in the chart below. Despite the rally across asset classes, the ASX200 still remains down 17.4% for the calendar year to date. The outlier to performance was WTI oil – which briefly traded negative as suppliers had to pay customers to take the oil off their hands.

Volatility is heightened, but so are the opportunities…

Whilst volatility still remains higher than usual, markets have calmed somewhat since mid-March, as can be seen in the chart on the LHS below. At Firetrail, we have typically found that our strongest periods of performance are in the periods following these high periods of volatility. As an active, fundamental stockpicker, we are able to take advantage of “panic selling” when it occurs in companies that we know well. This occurred in the GFC, after the stress of debt crises in 2012-2013 and now during the COVID crisis. On our view, current conditions have created exceptional opportunities for active stock pickers like Firetrail.
Within the Australian market, we have been closely monitoring the extent to which analysts have updated their earnings forecasts. Currently market consensus earnings growth for the year to June 2020 is at **negative 10%** for the overall market. This has been downgraded significantly from the **10% growth** that was forecast for this financial year as of June last year. We still believe that there are significant earnings downgrades to come through as analysts update their forecasts. However, in some senses, the level of earnings this year is almost a moot point looking backwards – what matters now is the balance sheet, cash flow, industry positioning and how this affects our future earnings predictions for the companies we own and potential investments in the portfolio.

The capital raising opportunity…..

Capital raisings across the ASX were almost a daily occurrence in April. Over $18.5bn of COVID-19 related equity raisings have occurred so far. The best performers have tended to be those companies where the share price had been significantly challenged ahead of the equity raisings – think Flight Centre, Kathmandu or Webjet. For these companies, raising capital was an absolute necessity to survive – and once survival has been taken off the table the share prices enjoyed a rebound (although still well below pre-COVID levels).

PORTFOLIO POSITIONING

There is much debate as to whether the bounce in equity markets in April is sustainable, or whether it is simply a short-term rally that occurs within an extended market decline. We do not try and pick the direction of markets – **the fund stays strictly market neutral on a dollar basis (i.e. dollars long = dollars short) each day.** However, we do need to model the trajectories for the inputs to our company forecasting. Under our base case scenario, we are not anticipating a “V” shaped recovery in economies and activity, and when there is a recovery, we are not anticipating activity levels to get back to pre-COVID levels for some time. Importantly, for the companies we own in the long portfolio, we have conducted detailed analysis on the balance sheet, cash flow, liquidity and future industry structures and are comfortable that the portfolio in companies that can withstand an extended period of lockdowns, whilst ensuring we have appropriate exposure to companies that we believe are well positioned to capitalise on the other side of COVID-19.

In terms of fund positioning, the market dislocation in March was an opportunity to incrementally increase our exposure to oil stocks. The demand destruction from COVID of ~25 million barrels per day in a 90-million-barrel market has finally started to elicit a supply response from producers. As such, whilst the short term remains significantly challenged – in our view the medium-term outlook for the oil price has improved, as some of this capacity may not return.

The fund participated in multiple capital raisings during April, and this was a positive contributor to performance during the month. We analyse each raising on its own merits, just as we would for a company we invest in on the secondary market. This precludes us from investing in raisings that we believe to be low quality or where the valuation does not stack up on a medium-term view. However, we will participate heavily where we believe it will add value for our investors and did so during April. Over the next few months, retail shareholders should also be able to benefit from the large number of Shareholder Purchase Plans (SPPs) at significant discounts – many of which are being upsized.
A long position in engineering consultancy **Worley** was one of the largest contributors in April, after being one of the largest detractors in March. As a consulting engineer, we closely analyse the utilisation of its staff, which has been improving ever since the acquisition of Jacobs ECR in mid-2019; an impressive feat considering it doubled its headcount in the acquisition. In a market update during April, Worley noted that their March billable hours were down ~2%. Going forward we are closely watching two things – firstly the actions of its major customers on capex programs and spending, and secondly the speed at which Worley responds to slowing conditions. We have little doubt that having lived through the consequences of the oil fall of 2015, the company is in a position to move quickly on costs to protect its earnings should conditions deteriorate further.

Gold Miners **Newcrest Mining** and **Evolution Mining** continued their run of performance in the month as the gold price continued to rise. At the end of the month, Newcrest raised $1.1b to primarily fund the acquisition of a gold stream from Fruta Del Norte, an Ecuadorian mine in which it already had a 31% stake. The acquisition not only gives Newcrest a further say in the operations of the mine, but also is at an attractive IRR of 11% at spot gold prices.

**Afterpay** rounded off the top contributors after a wild ride throughout February, March, and April. After peaking above $40 in February, and falling to a low of $9 in March, Afterpay finished April above $30 again. The market’s primary concern appears to be the bad debt risk associated with buying now and paying later. We have significant confidence not only in Afterpay’s risk model and the tightening of availability of funds, but also the proactiveness of the company in reducing customers payment terms from 8 weeks to 6 weeks. Afterpay differs from a credit card model. For example, in a crisis, customers can utilise their entire credit card balance, which may then turn into a large bad debt. Whereas Afterpay is on a purchase by purchase basis – and approvals are based upon a multitude of factors including your previous spending history. We still believe there is significant global expansion opportunities available for Afterpay to increase its customer base.

Fundamental shorts in companies within the financial and healthcare sectors also contributed positively to performance for the month.

**TOP DETRACTORS FROM PERFORMANCE**

The top detractors from performance in April were all long positions that could be classed as “defensive” stocks.

In a strongly rising market, a long position in NZ fibre infrastructure owner **Chorus** lagged after a strong March. Whilst the market in the short term is clearly viewing Chorus as a defensive asset, we are on the contrary excited about the strong growth in cashflow yet to come from Chorus. Currently, Chorus is spending ~$640m NZD each year laying fibre in the ground as it finishes the build of NZ’s ultra-fast broadband network. Over the next four years, we anticipate this capex bill will reduce to about ~$150m pa, yet the operating cashflows (i.e. core earnings) of the business will be little changed. Thus, the company will be producing a significant amount of free cash flow, the majority of which can be paid to shareholders. Chorus is our preferred stock in the yield/income bucket.

In a similar defensive vein, **Telstra** lagged the market. The biggest issue we see with Telstra is how the structure of the Australian mobile market plays out. Whilst Telstra is a premium service offering at a higher price point, TPG Telecom and Vodafone as a merged entity are entering, and their behaviour needs to be watched. Our working view is that rationality will prevail, especially as there is a significant debt pile that needs to be serviced by the new entity. This is what we are seeing in market surveys so far. Telstra is also (so far) maintaining a dividend – an increasing rarity in large cap "blue chip" companies.

Finally, a small cap long position in litigation funder **Omni Bridgeway** (formerly known as IMF) detracted from performance. Omni Bridgeway has evolved its business model from funding litigation cases on its own balance sheet, to being more of a manager of cases within fund structures. It is therefore more comparable now to a regular fund manager – with revenue driven by base and performance fees. The company has increased its litigation case funding by 17% y/y in its latest update, which we expect a dividend from in the future given their historical track record. The stock is trading on ~9x PE on FY22 earnings.

**SUMMARY**

As we enter May our research analysis is focused on the medium-term impacts on earnings and cashflow for the companies in the portfolio. The direct shock of COVID may be wearing off on markets with the rise in April, however the longer-term impacts are yet to be felt. Earnings downgrades continue across the market, producing opportunities for fundamental shorting, albeit in the context of share price moves. In our long portfolio, we are seeing material upside over the medium-term due to the COVID driven market dislocation. All in all, we are excited for the outlook for the portfolio on a medium-term view and believe we are well positioned to meet our investment objectives, irrespective of market movements.

As always - stay safe, take care of yourselves – and please be in touch with us if you have any questions or queries.
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